The development of a decision support system for the pathological diagnosis of human cerebral tumours based on a neural network classifier.
This study describes the use of a topological mapping system in the classification of cerebral tumours and the development of a decision support system based upon that classifier. Fourteen pathological parameters from two hundred primary cerebral tumours are presented as vectors to a topological map. The map, consisting of a grid of neurones, learns the features of each tumour by means of a shortest Euclidean distance algorithm, after which self adaptation of the neurons occurs. An LVQ algorithm performs the final classification. Study of the map reveals that it can correctly classify tumors following their malignancy potential and their cytogenesis. The decision support system uses the network at its core and helps not only in reaching a diagnosis but also in finding the optimal way to reach that diagnosis. The usefulness of such a mapping system lies in the field of education, clinical research and medically acceptable cost reduction.